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From master storyteller Gerald A. Browne comes the electrifying New York Times bestseller about a
flawed gemstone with healing powers that drives people to the darkest edge of obsession, passion,
greed, and murder

Phillip Springer has been grading diamonds since he was eight years old. His eyes are as sharp as any
magnifying glass, and he has used them to turn the family diamond business into a global concern. Besides
their love of diamonds, the Springers have another interest: the occult, ESP, and the mystical power of gems.
Phillip has never fully believed in such superstition, but a sudden death in his family forces him to
contemplate things he thought impossible.
 
Among Phillip’s inheritance is Stone 588, a flawed diamond that the family was never able to sell but that
his sister claims has the power to heal—and the power to save Phillip’s dying son. But before the boy can be
cured, the stone is stolen. To save his child, Phillip must recover the rock, and he will kill to get it back.
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From reader reviews:

Joshua Rodrigue:

Do you have favorite book? In case you have, what is your favorite's book? Guide is very important thing for
us to be aware of everything in the world. Each reserve has different aim or maybe goal; it means that e-book
has different type. Some people feel enjoy to spend their a chance to read a book. They can be reading
whatever they have because their hobby will be reading a book. What about the person who don't like
examining a book? Sometime, man or woman feel need book once they found difficult problem or even
exercise. Well, probably you should have this Stone 588.

Marcia Eberhart:

Book is to be different for each and every grade. Book for children right up until adult are different content.
We all know that that book is very important normally. The book Stone 588 had been making you to know
about other knowledge and of course you can take more information. It is very advantages for you. The e-
book Stone 588 is not only giving you much more new information but also for being your friend when you
experience bored. You can spend your own personal spend time to read your book. Try to make relationship
together with the book Stone 588. You never truly feel lose out for everything should you read some books.

Kenisha Perkins:

Typically the book Stone 588 will bring one to the new experience of reading any book. The author style to
explain the idea is very unique. If you try to find new book to read, this book very suitable to you. The book
Stone 588 is much recommended to you you just read. You can also get the e-book from the official web
site, so you can more readily to read the book.

Armida Shipman:

Reading can called thoughts hangout, why? Because if you find yourself reading a book especially book
entitled Stone 588 your thoughts will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in every aspect that
maybe unidentified for but surely will end up your mind friends. Imaging just about every word written in a
publication then become one web form conclusion and explanation in which maybe you never get ahead of.
The Stone 588 giving you an additional experience more than blown away your head but also giving you
useful information for your better life with this era. So now let us teach you the relaxing pattern is your body
and mind will likely be pleased when you are finished reading it, like winning an activity. Do you want to try
this extraordinary wasting spare time activity?
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